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Introduction. Let x be a semicharacter whose domain is a subsemi-

group S of a commutative semigroup P, and suppose that the pair

ix, S) satisfies a property (P). One may ask for conditions on (%, S)

and/or T necessary and/or sufficient that there exist a semicharacter

\j/ with domain T, agreeing with x on S and for which (\p, T) satisfies

(P). Of the results in the literature of this genre, the most satisfactory

are those of Kenneth A. Ross in [l] and [2]. We use Ross' results

(quoted explicitly below) to deal in the present paper with the prop-

erty (P) for which (by definition) (x, S) has (P) if and only if x van-

ishes nowhere on 5.

Notation, definitions, and Ross' results. A semicharacter on a

commutative semigroup T is a homomorphism from T into the

multiplicative complex unit disk, not vanishing identically. A semi-

character \p on T is called a character if | \p(x) | = 1 for each x in P. If

X is a semicharacter on a subsemigroup S of T, and if \f/ agrees with

X on 5, then we say that ($, T) is a semicharacter extension of (x, S).

Our aim, as suggested above, is to construct^, given T and S and x-

Following Ross in [l] and [2], we use the symbols (*), (A) and

(iii) as follows:

(*)      ia, b, x)ESXSXT and ax = bx imply xia)=xib);

(A)     ia, b, x)ESXSXT and ax = b imply |x(o)| ^|x(&)| ;
(iii)  ia,b,x,y)ESXSXTXTandaxy = byimp\y |x(a)|^|xW|-

Theorem (from [l]). In order that ix, S) admit a semicharacter

extension ($, T), it is necessary and sufficient that (A) hold.

Theorem (from [2]). Ira order that (x, S) admit an extension (\f/, T)

with \p a character on T, it is necessary and sufficient that (x be a char-

acter on S and that) (*) hold.

Example (from [2]). There is a pair (x, S) satisfying (*) and (iii)

and with x vanishing nowhere on S, with the property that \p van-

ishes somewhere on T whenever (\p, T) is a semicharacter extension

of (X, S).
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Technical lemmas. Suppose now that x vanishes nowhere on S.

We will show in what follows that in order that (x, S) admit a semi-

character extension (\p, T), and \p vanishing nowhere on T, it suffices

that (*) hold and that for each x in T we have

STxz C\Sz 9* 0       for some z in T.

The first condition, (*), depends upon both the values assumed by

X and the multiplicative structure of T; the second condition depends

only upon how 5 is positioned inside T. In all that follows, we shall

assume that the pair (x, S) satisfies both these conditions, as well

as condition (iii) and the condition that % vanishes nowhere on 5.

None of these conditions is destroyed or created by the adjunction to

T of an identity element, so we shall henceforth assume that there is

in T an identity element e, and in fact that eES.

We begin with a lemma, possibly unexpected but not truly essen-

tial for what follows, which reduces the problem under consideration

to the corresponding one for positive semicharacters.

Lemma 1. In order that (x, S) admit a semicharacter extension (\j/, T)

with ty vanishing nowhere on T, it is necessary and sufficient that

(| X |, S) admit a semicharacter extension («, T) with a vanishing no-

where on T.

Proof. Necessity is obvious. For sufficiency, note that (*) holds

lor x/1X | °n F, so that some character x' extends x/1X | to T. The

desired extension (\p, T) of (x, S) is given by the relation \f/ = x'u or

by ^ = x'|w|.
In what follows, the symbols k, I, m, re denote positive integers. The

symbol rlln will appear only when r is a real, positive number, and it

represents that unique positive real number s for which sn = r.

Definition. For x in T let

a(x) = sup{ | x(a)/x(b)\lln:

bxnyz = az with (a, b, y, z) E S X S X T X T}.

Remark. For each x in F we have by hypothesis bxyz=az for some

(a, b, y, z)ESXSXTXT. Hence a(x)>0. That always a(x)£l is a
restatement of condition (iii).

Definition. For each nonvanishing semicharacter extension

(\p, R) of (x, S) \etf+ be defined on T by the rule

/,(*) - inf{ | ^(a)/(Hb)a(y)) |*/»:

bxnyz = awz with (a, b, w, y, z) E R X R X T X T X T].
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We now develop the technical properties of the functions a and

/^ which will yield the proof of our theorem.

Lemma 2. The function a enjoys the following properties:

(a) if (xi, x2)ETXT, then a(x/) ^a(xix2) i?a(xi)a(x2);

(b) if (xi, X2, x/)ETXTXT and xix3 = x2x3, then a(xi) = a(x2);

(c) a agrees with \x\ on S iin particular, a(e) = 1).

Proof, (a) The first inequality is obvious. If for 1 ̂ k^2 and for

positive integers m and ra we have

m n

biXiyiZi = aiZi    and    b2x2y2z2 = a2z2,

then it follows that

n   m mn   n   m  n   m n   m  n  m

bib2ixix/)    yiy2ZiZ2 = aia2ziz2,

whence we have

ot(xiX2) ̂    \ xiai)/xibi) I1"" | xia/)/xQ>*) |1/n

and then the second inequality in (a).

(b) The relation a(xi) ^a(x2) follows from the observation that if

bxnyz = az then

Z>x2y(x3z) = a(x3z),

so that ct(x2) Si | xia)/x(b) |1/n. A similar argument gives a(x2) ga(xi).

(c) The inequality |x| ^« on S follows from condition (iii). The

identity xxee = x2e yields the relation

«(x) ^   | xix2)/xix) |   =   | xix) |

for each x in 5.

Lemma 3. If (ip, R) is a nonvanishing semicharacter extension of

ix, S) for which f^a throughout T, then fj, enjoys the following proper-

ties:

(a) if (xi, x2)ETXT, thenf+ixix/) ^/*(xi);
(b) f+(xk) = iftix))kfor each x in T and each integer k>0;

(c) if ix, c)ETXR, thenfoixc) =Uix)\\pic)\ ;
id) if (xi, x2, x3)ETXTXT and xix3 =x2x3, then ftix/) =/*(x2);

(e) f$ agrees with \ip\ on R.

Proof, (a) This is obvious, since if bxnyz = awz, then &(xix2)nyz

= a(wx")z.

(b) If bixh)nyz = awz, then /*(x) ^ |^(a)/(^(6)o;(y))| Uhn, whence

if*ix))k^h(xk).
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If bxnyz = awz, then bk(xk)nykzk = akwkzk, so that

U(xk) < \Hak)/(Hbk)c*(yk))\lln^ \faa)/(fab)a(y))\k^

= [\K*)/(KbMy))\1,n]\

whence f+(xk) ̂  (ft(x))k.

(c) If b(xc)nyz=awz, then (bcn)xnyz = awz, so that

/,(*) ^ \Ha)/(H^)«(y))\lln

=  \i(a)/(fab)a(y))\^(l/\fac)\),

whence f+(x)\fa[c)\ g/^(xc).
If bxnyz=awz, then b(xc)nyz = ac"wz, so that

/#(«)£ k(flc")/(iri(4)«(y))|1/»

=  I ̂ (a)/(*(6)«(y)) I1'" I *(c) | ,

whence fo(xc) ̂ fo(x) \ fac) \.
(d) This easy proof follows a pattern very similar to that given in

(b) of Lemma 2.

(e) From (b) and the condition /^(e) 2^a(e) = 1 it follows that

ft(e) = 1, so (c) yields (e).

The extension theorem.

Theorem. Let the semicharacter x vanish nowhere on S, let conditions

(*) and (iii) be satisfied, and suppose that for each x in T there exists

(a, b, y, z)ESXSXTXT such that bxyz = az. Then (x, S) admits a

semicharacter extension (ip, T), with \p vanishing nowhere on T.

Proof. In view of Lemma 1 we may suppose that x is positive on
S. Let

3 = {(fa R): (if/, R) is a positive semicharacter extension of (x, S)

and ft 2: a}.

We define on 3 a partial ordering as follows:

(fa, Ri) ̂  (fa, R») if (fa, F2) extends (fa, Rx).

Since each chain in 3 obviously admits an upper bound in 3 we can

complete the proof by showing first that (x, S)Eh and second that

any maximal element (fa R) of 3 satisfies the relation R=T.

If bxnyz = awz with (a, b, w, y, z) E S X S X T X T X T, then

x(b)(a(x))na(y) = a(b)(a(x))na(y) ^ a(bxny)

= a(aw) ^ a(a) = x(a),
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so that a(x) ^ | xia)/ixib)aiy)) \1/n. The relation a^fx follows; hence

(X,5)GJ.
Suppose now that i\p, R) is maximal in j and that there exists

x0GP\P- Denoting by R* the semigroup generated in P by R and

Xo, and by \p* the restriction to R* of ft, we will show

(a) \p* is multiplicative on R*;

(b) v^* is a semicharacter on R*;

(c) \p* vanishes nowhere on R*; and

(d) U'-Za.
Lemma 3 handles the trivial cases of (a). For the nontrivial case,

let ciGP and c2ER- Then

k I k I
riixoc/) (x0c2)) = Mixoc/) (x0c2))

= /*(x0    CiC2)  =/*(Xo    )lrV(Ci)l/'(c2)
k I

= iUixoWici^iUixoWic/))
k I

= l/'*(XoCi)lZ'*(XoC2).

For (b), we note that yp* agrees with \p on R, so that yp* does not

vanish identically on R*. To see that yp* maps R* into the unit disk

we fix x in T and observe that the relation bxyz = awz holds upon

choosing a = b=y = z = eER and w = x. Thus if xGP* we have

I rix) I = r^) =/#(*) ̂ I *w/(ik«)«w) I = i.
For (c) we have only to recall that \p*=f$^a>0 throughout R*.

For (d), suppose that (x5&)x"yz = (x0a)wz with (a, b, w, y, z)ERXR

XTXTXT.
If k <l, then

Z>x y(x0z) = a(x0   w)ixaz),

so that

lK&)(a(*))"«60 ̂  Wb)<*ixny) ^ iib)Mxny)

= foibx y) = f+iaxo   w)
l-k * l-k

^f+iaxo   ) = \p (ax0   ),

whence

«(*) g | A«**)/iKb)«iy)) I1'" = I +*ixoa)/i+*ixob)aiy)) \U\

lik=l, then

n k k
bx y(xQz) = aw(xoz))
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so that

a(x) =5  | Ha)/(fab)a(y)) \V' =  | **(x\a)/(>f (x\b)a(y)) f.

If k>l, then

bxa   (x y)(x0z) = aw(x0z),

so that

(^(xo))*-' = (/,(*o))*-< ^  I faa)/(fab)a(x»y)) \

^  \faa)/(fab)(a(x)Ya(y))\,

whence

a(x) ̂  | A^/GA^W) |1/n

=  | Tf(x\a)/(+*(x\b)oc(y)) |1/n.

The inequality/^* Set now follows, so the proof is complete.

Remarks. We acknowledge with gratitude a penetrating comment

of the referee which led to the statement of our theorem in the form

given above, slightly more pleasing than the original. The referee's

(apparent) suggestion that the proof can be drastically simplified by

omitting reference to the functions /^ and proving simply that the

function a is itself an extension to T of the desired form for (x, S)

is, however, not to be countenanced. The following example shows

that the function a need not be multiplicative on T.

Example. Let T be the free Abelian semigroup on the two symbols

a and b, and let S denote the subsemigroup of F consisting of all

positive integral powers of ab. If x is defined on 5 by the relation

x((abY) = 1/2",

then all hypotheses of our theorem are satisfied (once an identity is

adjoined to T), but a(a) =a(b) =a(ab) = 1/2.
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